
AD

Navigating the Display Advertising 
Technology Landscape

AD SERVERS

CREATIVE SHOPS

PROSPECTING & DATA FIRMS

DSPs (DEMAND 
SIDE PLATFORMS)

DISPLAY AD PLATFORMS

RETARGETING 
ONLY PLATFORMS

NEED HELP MAKING 
BANNERS? Static,  Animated, 
Dynamic with Product insertion – 
there are creative shops to help 
make that possible and flow 
seamlessly with different platforms.

Streamline creative and 
targeting changes across 
different initiatives and 
integrates campaigns to reduce 
attribution issues

Use look-a-like modeling or internal 
databases of user profile information to 
target users who haven’t been to your 
site before with ads.

Can do various levels of retargeting 
and prospecting with 3rd party data 
to show ads using RTB (real time 
bidding) technology.  In some cases, 
DSPs can also target specific sites to 
show ads, instead of people.

Vehicles for running display campaigns 
with different targeting methods and 
bidding controls.

Targets your ads to users who have 
been to your site and have shown 
interest in certain products or services.  

info@
rimmkaufman.com

RKGblog.com

@rimmkaufman

AD EXCHANGES

The stock market of online display 
advertising.  Ad Exchanges are the 
markets where the bidding takes 
place to buy and sell ad space.

AD NETWORKS

WEBSITES WITH AD SPACE

YOUR CUSTOMERS

Similar to the big TV networks that own a multitude 
of smaller stations, ad networks own or control 
several smaller websites or groups of websites.  
Ad networks utilize exchanges to auction off inventory 
that hasn’t been accounted for or sold yet.  Individual 
sites can auction off their space on exchanges as 
well… as long as they have a seat on the exchange.

People looking for your products 
& services who need ads to show 
them where to go!

The display landscape is a complex system with an almost limitless 
number of options for any single ad impression. From the creatives 
we use, to the audiences we target, to the bids we set and all of the 
potential players involved in the process, the possibilities can be 
daunting without an experienced guide.

RKG can help you to better understand the options for your display 
program and will develop a strategy that is unique to your organization 
and its goals. By combining your display program with RKG's dynamic 
attribution platform, you'll also get a more precise view of the 
incremental impact of display within your larger marketing program.

SITES
CAN ALSO 

SELL 
SPACE

DIRECTLY 
TO

ADVERTISERS

The company logos shown are only a sampling of the companies that RKG works with in each category.

ADVERTISERS
Producers of goods or 
services who want to 
advertise online with 
display to find new 
customers or stay top-
of-mind with current 
customers.

RKG is an agency that helps 
advertisers drive more incremental revenues 

and profits through display. Serving as a single point of 
contact, RKG develops and implements a cohesive 
strategy for this complex channel and incorporates 
insights from attribution to ensure that display is utilized 
optimally within the multichannel landscape.
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